Subject: Fire Alarm Panel Review

Panel: Fire Cheetah XI is APPROVED for use in Denver subject to the conditions below. Your acknowledgment of these conditions and issuance of an appropriate service bulletin to suppliers and installers is required prior to posting this panel on our approved FACP website. Provide copy to this office. Refer to www.denvergov.org website for approved panel listing. It is a condition of approval that panels are listed for use with all connected devices.

Panel: ____________________________ is DISAPPROVED. See below.

- Class 1 panels are for fire alarm use only, combined fire/security/access control systems are not allowed.
- Panels that require a key or password to reset are not allowed.
- XX Panels that have programmed keys or switches for initiating or notification device or zone disable are not allowed. Two-level passcode protection required to access these functions. Passcodes shall not be provided to building occupants.
- XX Panels with only LCD annunciators are not allowed. On-board or remote directory LED or graphic annunciator is required. Zone annunciator 10-2373 is not acceptable.
- XX Panels with programmed key or switch for city disconnect are not allowed.
- XX Panels without a secured access to system reset, alarm silence and acknowledge keys are not allowed. Provide tamper cover over opening in door.
- XX Panels without a listing from an approved testing laboratory are not allowed. Panels shall be listed for the type of system (UL local, IR remote, (F) proprietary, (C) central station) and service (IA automatic, (M) manual, (SS) sprinkler supervisory, (WF) water flow) per UL. Panels for releasing service shall be so designated in the listing.
- XX Panels shall have separate audible and visual indications for alarm, trouble and supervisory indications. Alarm indicators shall be red, trouble and supervisory indicators shall be yellow.
- XX Other: Panel is approved for local alarm and releasing service only. Panel does not provide "temporal three" alarm notification sequence.

You may request an appointment to demonstrate your panel by contacting 720.885.2962.